
Model ACE-3000 Inclinometer data logger  saves information
on installing sites in its memory, measures carry-on
inclinometer probe. And then it saves the measured data into
its memory and sends them to a computer through RS-232
communication.
The Inclinometer data logger selects some menu and
executes needed items. 
If you select saved installing sites, it automatically shows a
beginning point of measuring depth, and saves the measured
value when the values of A and B axis are stably indicated
with an enter key.
The ACE-3000 can save measured values of 10,000
measuring points. These stored data send to a computer
through computer and RS-232 communication and the
computer diagrammed them.
ACE-3000 displays with Geo-pro, a highly reliable analysis
program that graphic is emphasized at WINDOWS so that
the servo type inclinometer could be operated. 
To enhance its correctness, we use a large-sized LCD to
show the measuring information at one time for easy use and
backlight available to use in night -time.
It automatically raptures the power to prolong battery’s life
span more efficiently. And has advanced nickel & hydrogen
rechargeable battery to operate in 10 hours continually from
single charge.
The external case is water and moisture proof with endurable
ABS radiation case under any unfavorable conditions.

Inclinometer data logger

Applied sensor Accelerometer type inclinometer

Resolution 1 / 25,000

Accuracy 0.1% FSR

Temperature range -20 50

Communication port RS-232 port

Display 256 128 graphic LCD

Measuring depth 500m depth borehole

Keyboard 8 membrane keys pad

Data capacity
10,000 data points distributed 

in maximum of 40 data sets.

Power 6 VDC / rechargeable Ni-MH battery

Operating time About 10 hrs continuous

Dimensions 273 248 127

Weight 2.5kg

Material of case ABS plastic injection

Rechargeable adaptor

Accessories RS-232 cable
Hand switch set for saving
Operation software (Geo-pro)

Model ACE-3000

Water & moisture proof, endurable and carry-on

Automatic power-off function

High resolution and precision in reliability

Rechargeable Ni-MH battery

Available under low temperature

Night measuring available with backlight 

Mux survey depth is 500m

When you use the portable tiltmeter, which is measured a

structure inclination, use an ACE-2000 tiltmeter readout.

Notice

On & Off

Automatic power-off function

Selecting menu 

You can select system information about measuring 

information or site

Saving data 

It saves measured data into its memory.

Sending measured data

It sends measured data through RS-232 

communication and computer.

Deleting data

It deletes saved data after sending them to a computer.

Battery capacity signs available 

It shows left available capacity of the battery on LCD.
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